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Outline
Lecture 1: Evidence for dark matter. 

Lecture 2: Dark matter production. Indirect detection.

Lecture 3: Indirect detection (cont.), direct detection, 
collider signals
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Main assumptions on dark matter WIMPs:

SM

SM

DM

DM

2) WIMPs interact in pairs with the Standard Model particles

1) The WIMP is stable in cosmological timescales.

3) The WIMP interaction strength is large enough to keep the DM particles 
    in thermal equilibrium with the SM plasma at very high temperatures.

4) The WIMP interaction strength is small enough to allow DM particles
    to chemically decouple from the SM plasma sufficiently early. 
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Early Universe today

= number density of DM particles per comoving volume

temperature time
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SMDM

SMDM

DM creation and 
destruction at equal rates

Note: after the DM has reached thermal equilibrium,
the subsequent evolution does not remember how
the DM was initially produced. 

temperature

TmDM
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DM creation and 
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SMDM

SMDM

DM regeneration
kinematically forbidden

DM

DM

DM too diluted 
to allow 

annihilations

DMSM

DMSM

The DM population today!!

temperature

T ~ mDM/20T ~ mDMTmDM
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Boltzmann equation: equation that describes the time evolution of the 
phase space density distribution f(t, r, p):

Liouville operator 
(time evolution)

Collision term 
(creation/destruction of particles in 
phase space due to annihilations or 
decays)
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 Liouville operator in classical mechanics

 Covariant Liouville operator

Geodesic equation
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Boltzmann equation for the dark matter number density in an 
expanding Universe:

(under some assumptions – see later) 

 n(t) number density of DM particles

                    Hubble rate

 s = annihilation cross-section
   DM DM → SM SM

 v = relative velocity

 ... = thermal average

The basic tool: the Boltzmann equationThe basic tool: the Boltzmann equation

No     dependence (homogeneity)

No       dependence (isotropy)
However
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Full Boltzmann eq: 



JustificationJustification

LHS Assume that the collision term vanishes (s=0) 
 number of particles conserved

a(t)

Dilution term due to the 
expansion of the Universe

when
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Remember: 
Boltzmann equation: change of n = production - destruction

SM1

SM2

DMa

DMb

SM1

SM2

DMa

DMb

production

destruction

RHS

Equal if T conserved 
(CP conserved)

Assumption 1
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(Boltzmann distribution)

JustificationJustification

Full Boltzmann eq: 

RHS Assume SM particles in thermal equilibrium Assumption 2
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Solving the Boltzmann equationSolving the Boltzmann equation
Boltzmann equation:

Number density reduced by the expansion of the Universe.
Hot to tell whether the dark matter production/destruction
is efficient or not?

Define “yield”:

Time evolution of the yield:

If s=0, then Y = constant
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What is What is YYeqeq
Equilibrium number density:

Entropy density:


Y

mDM/T
1



Some tricksSome tricks
1) Instead of the cosmic time, use as variable

Since

Therefore, 
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Some tricksSome tricks
2)Take        out of the bracket      


Density of targets  cross section  velocity = rate of annihilation, Gann


The temperature evolution of the yield is controlled by Gann/H 
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Qualitative behavior of the solutionQualitative behavior of the solution
Remember: 

Assume that at early times the DM 
reached thermal equilibrium.
Initial condition for the Boltzmann equation

Y

mDM/T

Yeq

Equilibrium yield:
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1) Solution at very early times (x1, or TmDM)

The yield follows the equilibrium distribution

1

Y

mDM/T

Yeq
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1) Solution at very late times (x1, or TmDM)

The yield is constant

  0

1

Y

mDM/T

Yeq
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Qualitative behavior of the solutionQualitative behavior of the solution

1) Solution at very late times (x1, or TmDM)

  0

Y

mDM/T

Extrapolation between both solutions

“Freeze-out”



Freeze-out temperatureFreeze-out temperature

Defined from the condition:

Then,

Finally, one obtains:

Implicit equation, with a mild dependence on mDM. The solution is



Number density of WIMPs at freeze-outNumber density of WIMPs at freeze-out

IMPORTANT: the number density of WIMPs at freeze-out 
is inversely proportional to the annihilation cross section

Y

mDM/T

Small sv

Large sv
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Crucial point: the yield today is the same as the yield at freeze-out
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Use:
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Main results from this part
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Relic abundance of DM particles

(provided )

WIMP dark matter

production

~ weak 
interaction
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Correct DM abundance Wh2=0.12 if
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The universe at T~1 GeV



200 million years after the Big Bang





Distance Sun to Milky Way Center ~ 8.5 kpc



Density distribution of dark matter particles:

 Assume spherical symmetry (in a first approximation).

 Radial distribution:

NFW

Isothermal

Moore

Einasto

 Normalized such that the local DM density is 
               r(r=8.5 kpc) = 0.38 GeV/cm3

NFW,  Isothermal,   Moore

Einasto
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(anti-)neutrinos.

2) These particles propagate through the galaxy and through the
Solar System. Some of them will reach the Earth.



  

General idea:
1) Dark matter particles annihilate or decay producing a flux of 
stable particles: photons, electrons, protons, positrons, antiprotons or 
(anti-)neutrinos.

3) The products of the dark matter annihilations or decays are detected
together with other particles produced in astrophysical processes 
(for example, cosmic ray collisions with nuclei in the interstellar medium).
The existence of dark matter can then be inferred if there is a significant 
excess in the fluxes compared to the expected astrophysical backgrounds.

Indirect dark matter searches

2) These particles propagate through the galaxy and through the
Solar System. Some of them will reach the Earth.



  

Indirect dark matter searches
Antimatter

Gamma-rays

Neutrinos

Production

Propagation

Detection

of
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The production is described by the source function: number of particles 
produced at a given position per unit volume, unit time and unit energy.

ProductionProduction

DM

DM

DM

Annihilation
rate  r2

Decay
rate  r

A well motivated choice:

???
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Propagation

h=100 pc



Propagation



Propagation
R = 20 kpc

L=1-15 kpc



Propagation

x
y

z
R = 20 kpc

L=1-15 kpc

f : number density of antiparticles per unit kinetic energy

interstellar antimatter flux:
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Propagation

x
y

z
R = 20 kpc

L=1-15 kpc

Source term

dark matter annihilation

dark matter decay



Negligible for positrons. 
For antiprotons,

Propagation

x
y

z

Annihilation term

Tan, Ng



Propagation

x
y

z

Convection term ● Due to the Milky Way galactic wind. 
● It drifts particles away from the Galactic disk. 
● Difficult to model. Assume:



● Due to inverse Compton scattering on the interstellar 
  radiation field (starlight, thermal radiation of dust, CMB)
  and synchrotron radiation.
● Negligible for antiprotons and antideuterons
● Can be modelled

Propagation

x
y

z

Energy loss term



● Energy loss due to Inverse Compton scattering:  e+g   e+g

Porter et al.

ge= Ee/me  Lorentz factor.

Ge=4 ge e/me 

q=Eg/G(Ee-Eg)  

sT=0.67 barn  Compton scattering cross section 
                              in the Thomson limit.

Number density 
of photons in ISRF

● Energy loss due to synchrotron radiation:

Approximately



● Energy loss due to Inverse Compton scattering:  e+g  e+g

Porter et al.

ge= Ee/me  Lorentz factor.

Ge=4 ge e/me 

q=Eg/G(Ee-Eg)  

sT=0.67 barn  Compton scattering cross section 
                              in the Thomson limit.

Number density 
of photons in ISRF

● Energy loss due to synchrotron radiation:

Approximately

Not very well known,
though...



x
y

z

Diffusion term ● Due to the tangled magnetic field of the Galaxy.
● Difficult to model. Assume

b = velocity
 = rigidity 



Maurin, Donato, Taillet, Salati '01

K
0
, , Vc 

(as well as L) must be determined with measurements
of other cosmic ray species (mainly B/C ratio). 





Propagation inside the Solar System

solar modulation parameter


F
=500 MV  1.3 GV

In the “force field approximation”,the flux 
at the top of the atmosphere (TOA)
is related to the interstellar flux (IS) by



Gast, Schael '09

Cosmic ray proton spectrum as measured 
by BESS, AMS-01 and PAMELA
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